
Licence
This publication is © by the 
participants of the workshop
unless noted otherwise.

The picture seems to be public 
domain, or of fair use.

As the copyright holders, we open 
up these materials for your to use if 
you want to.

Different types of materials have 
different licenses. This is to be 
accomodating to different use cases
and cultures that have arisen 
around different digital formats.

The licenses we use are copyleft. 
That means that you are free to 
reuse, modify and redistribute our 
materials, and that you are also 
allowed to make money doing so. 
You have to, however, redistribute 
your own variants under the same 
license. This means that the ecology
of sharing is stimulated.

All texts written in natural 
languages, and all drawings and 
visual designs, are dual licensed 
under the Free Art License and 
Creative Commons Share Alike. 
- The Free Art License, because we 
feel that the spirit of its beautiful 
and simple seems the closest as the 
way we think creation can be 
shared. 
- Creative Commons, because a lot 
of people take part in this 
ecosystem. 
If you modify our work, you are free
to license your version under either 
of them (or both).

As our Lafkon state : "This work 
contains material which may be 
subject to trademark laws in one or 
more jurisdictions. Before using this
content, please ensure that you 
have the right to use it under the 
laws which apply in the 
circumstances of your intended 
use."

And they explain it with "We try to 
keep some way of a sense-making  
differentiation for different 
copyrights of different files. this  
disclaimer is like the standard 
disclaimer for files that contain 
things  we've not created ourselves 
(like some logos) or we are not sure
wether to put in under our standard
licensing. Since we do  not want to 
exclude these files from download, 
we put the disclaimer."

If you are not certain of the license 
of a file that you want to re-use,  
please feel free to ask us directly by
email: 
<mail@osp.constantvzw.org>.


